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Beeconomic is a fun, new, engaging way to

 Discover cool things to do in your city

 Share new experiences with your friends

 Be Economic and save lots of money 

From trendy restaurants and award winning spas to sky diving and fitness classes, we feature daily deals to 
the best places Singapore can offer. 

The concept is simple: there's a lot of buying power in numbers. Local businesses are happy to offer these 
discounts only if a minimum number of customers buy. The bigger the crowd, the bigger the savings! 
So invite your friends using Facebook, Twitter or email.

We have about 15 fabulous people working in Singapore and New York City. Our company Beelosophy is 
simple: we treat our customers the way we like to be treated. That means…

We only sell stuff that we’d buy for ourselves (and for our beloved cat, Praline). Before featuring a deal, we 
do everything from trying the merchant’s service, meeting its counter staff and spot checking the bathroom! 
Our Account Execs are a fussy lot and want you to feel confident about trying something new – just because 
it’s featured on Beeconomic. 

Excellent customer service. We really go out of our way to make sure you enjoy every experience with 
Beeconomic. No more days spent waiting to get a response or been passed around to different people just to 
get a simple answer. Simply email us and we’ll make sure things are made right – and done quickly. 

The Beeconomic Team

We are known for not taking ourselves too seriously, but taking what we do very seriously. All our people, from 
customer service and account execs to graphic designers and writers are committed to making a positive 
change – by being kind and working hard. 

Karl Chong (email)
Founder and Managing Director

Before founding Beeconomic, Karl Chong was pretty much a finance geek. He had a 
successful career in investment banking and private equity at Macquarie Bank, New York 
City, where he was the Asset Manager for Hawaii’s sole regulated gas utility. Prior to that, 
he worked as a financial analyst at Proctor & Gamble and trader at UBS Investment Bank 
in Australia. Karl’s affinity to entrepreneurship was apparent from the start: his experience 
with business began when he was 10 years old, working for his parents’ instant printing 
shop in Sydney. Then at the age of 20 he started up a massage chair trading business, and 
even bought and sold kites on Tiananmen Square whilst on a student exchange in Beijing.

Karl is the elder of two sons to John Chong, one of the founders of The Singapore Monitor, and Kim Chong, 
former journalist at Female (Singapore) magazine. He grew up in Sydney and attended one of Australia’s most 
prestigious private institutions, Sydney Grammar School. Karl graduated with a double degree in Commerce 
and Laws at the University of New South Wales and attended INSEAD for his Masters. Half way through his 
Masters, Karl dropped out after conceiving the idea for Beeconomic. Outside of work, Karl was a national 
representative and medalist in gymnastics and Taekwondo and loves going to the beach, sailing and surfing.   

About Us

Buying Power in Numbers

How Beeconomic Works Refer a Friend, Get $5 Beeconomic AlertsDeals in: SINGAPORE

Total dollars saved
$50,000

Total Beeconomic Fans
100,000

• Facebook
• Twitter
• Subscribe to our Emails

Track Us
• How Beeconomic works
• FAQ
• Feature your Business

Learn More
• About
• Contact Us
• Jobs
• Terms of Use

Get to Know Us
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